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IMTRODUCTION
●

An attempt has been made here to summarize some of the information on

properties and behavior of explosives as it is available from the ope-ipre-war

the

literature, Ordnance reports, reports from NDRC and British reports (AC Series).

To expedite the writin~$ the author has omitted references in all those

instanoes where he believes that he remembers the oontents of a report or an artiole

but oannot remember what report it is. Thus, to some extent, the following pages

are only ‘one man’s opinion” and the readers are invited$ if they distrust the

\ author”s memory or his interpretation,to look t~ough the Library and the files to

find the references in question, A particularly rioh source of information arid

literature references is a compilation by Blatt, report No. MRD 2014.

● While the following pages oontain oomments on the hazards involved in
.

the handling of explosives and desoribe those properties of explosi’ve~whioh aause

the hazards, the reader must not expeot to find detailed instructions for prooedure

in each individual operation. Writing such instructions would be a difficult task

and the readers are urged instead to oonsult with those who have had longer

experience in handlin~ explosives before embarking on a new,operation.

It should be emphasized that the materials

deals, with the exoep*ion of pri~ry explosives are

explosives~ manufactured by the hundreds of tons and

with which this compilation

relatively cafe military

subjeoted to routine hancili~
.

by rather unski~led labor in loading

precautions in the handli~ of these

to a nominal value, not greater than

plants. l’husthe maintenance of elementary

materials reduoes the ohances of an acoident

those involved in handling other inflammmle

*
or toxio ohemioals. In distinction to the other chemicals, however, one is not

likely to oommit more than one bad error in handling high explosives and therefore

before the operation is aotually undertake

. .
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BURNING

with very few exceptions (azides, acetylene) explosives contain loosely

bound oxygen as well as elements whioh oan form strong bonds with it; the ohemical

reaction which is responsible for their explosive properties is the transfer of

oxygen atoms to the new partners~ accompanied by a general rupture and rearrangement

of moleoules and a considerable heat evolution, which ranges from some 800 (TNT)

%0 1500 (PETN) oal/grO The end products are mainly H20S CO, C02 9 N2 ~ H2 and

SO~idE like C, ~1203p Ba09 etc.

One can visualize the over-all reaction as a sequence of two consooutive

steps, the fi~st being the decomposition of’the original moleculos into elements

(i. e. C, Ha, 0~, N2, etc.) and the second being the reaction of these elements
.

●
i~ithoxygen to form the end products. It is found that in most instances (exception

beiniiRDX) heat is absorbed in the first hypothetical step and is evolved in the

secondo llecau~eof the preeminent role of oxygen in explosive

rcxmtions one commonly speaks of the burning or deflagration of explosives~ even

though the process is scrnewhatdifferent from that of the burning of fuels.

In surveying the properties of explosives one notes readily a rather

sharp diff’erenoebetween those materials whioh contain Qxygen and its acoeptors iQ

the same molecule (e~g~ organic nitrated materials) and those in which oxygen donor

and oxygen acaeptor are present as separate moleoul~s aggregated into discrete

(orystalline)particles(e~g~ blaokpowder)~ In gases and true solutions this dis-

tinction naturally is not observed, but’in solid explosives one finds that eveu

though materiels containing oxygen and its acoeptors in separate particles may be

Wnermoohemioallymuch more ‘explosive”, a high violence of explosions (so-called

● brizancej is obtained only when the contact of oxygen and its acoeptors is much more

intimate than oan be realized in blended powders. Thus it has become an invariable
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those materials as “hi:h explosives’!which contain oxygen and aooeptors

molecule% however, to improve the exothermioity of the overall reaction,

one add8 sometimes to the main explosive ingredient a separate oxygen aoceptor

(aluminum)’and/oroxygen donor (inorganicnitrates or perohlorates). The result of

this addition is usually a loss of local violenoe (t’brizanoe”)of action, due to the

slower reaction, but a gain in long distance (’rpower’t)performance,

On raising sufficiently the temperature of every explosive (see below the

seotion on thermal stability)~ the material begins to decompose violently or “burn”

and the reaotion, once started, continues spent’anouslyeven though the external

sourue of heat and oxygen may be withdrawn. The process of burning oan be made

.
a well controlled one by a suitable selection of ‘*6 physical properties of the

into

●
material and its environment. This has been made extensive use of in the so.oalled

gun propellants. The modern propellants ciontainmainly the same materials which

otherwise may aot as high explosives~ namely nitrocellulose and nitroglyoerino,

However, by the process of propellant manufacture the tendancy to detonate is reduoed

and the stability of burning is enhanced. This is done by dissolving nit.],ooellulose

(andnitroglycerine) and

a hard horny non-porous

non-brittleness, etc~)~

to burn quite regularly

l)until the residue has becomethen eliminating the solvent

gel possessing rather good mechanical properties (elasticity

Xhen converted into this state, the propellants are i%und

from the surfaoe inward, the reaction zone being limited to

a very thin surface layer at any one instant.

If the coordinate normal to the surfaoe of a propellant grain is denoted

by L, then the law of burning can be quite accurately exprassed byx

dL—= k Pn
dt

1) In the so-called dry-extrusion propellants nitro#ycer?.ne almost alone sots as the
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and”hence the total rate of reaotion is simply this expression times the total

instantaneous surf’aoearea of all grains.

The oonstant k, for a given propellant, has been found to be a function

of’its initial temperature (rising with rising grain temperature). Also in general

the “hotter” is the propellant (in the sense of evolving more heat in burning), the

larger is the oonstant k. The exponent n has a value of about 0~8-O.9 for

propellants made of nitrooellulose gel, without large amounts of oxygen donors present

as discrete crystalline Partioless .

The meohanism responsible for this reaotion law is now rather well under.

stood 2)0 It oonsists in a prtial decomposition of the solid constituents of the

grain on the surfaoeo !lhisreaotion is essentially endothermic but the esoaping

intermediate gaseous produ”otsundergo highly exothermio subsequent reaotions in the

gas phase, forming final produots (H20, CO, C02, IU2~eto~)~ The

thus formed impinge on the relatively cool surface of the grain,

energy to it and.cause further endothermic decomposition; hence

‘hot’?moleoules

transfer their

the dependence on

the gas pressure surrounding the grain, sinoe the higher the pressure the more

moleoules strike the grain surfaoeo The dependence of the rate constant on the

exothermioi.t.yof the reaotion follows beoause the hotter the reacted gases tho more

heat is transferred to the grain surfaoe~ Dependapoe on the initial temperature of

the propellant exists bctoausethe lower the temperature of tha grains. the more heat

energy must be supplied to them to heat them to the decomposition temperature.

It is very important to note that as the proportion of crystalline

partioles (each containing either oxygen donor or oxygen aoceptor alone) in the

propellant is inareased, the law of burning

.——
2) Most recent contributions have come from

ahanges~ The exponent

the Aberdeen Ballisti.a

‘n’Fstarts to

Researoh

Laboratory in Ordnance Department report

UNcLh5S\~\ED -
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decrease, reaob.ingvalues as low as 002 in materials of -thetype of blaok powder,

while the constant “k” becomes less dependant on the initial temperature of the

3, but still depends on the chemistry of it. The ex~lanation has beenpropellant

advanoed that basioally the mechanism remains the same~ hut that now oxygen and its

acceptor moleoules are not molecularly mixed in

solid surfaoes~ Hence the diffusion in the &as

tineexothermic final reaotion, becomes the rate

the gas phase as they esoape from the

phase of one to the other, to undergo

determining process.

On application of heat, typical ‘non.colloided” high explosives in

crystalline form, e~g~ TNT, Tetryl, RDX, e“tc~are also found to ignite and burn non-

explosivelyc Studies of the pressure dependanoe of the burning rate 4, have shown

(up to 5,000 kg/om2) exactly the same behavior as that of nitrocellulose propellants.

While it has not been”possible to determine aoourately the h.dividual values of ‘tk”

and “n” for high explosives, qualitatively it has been found that the more sensitive

(to initiation andmechanioal impaot) a material is, the higher is the constant ‘Ik”o

Characteristically,the regular burning of these explosives in the olosed

vessel experiments does change occasionally and somewhat un.controllablyinto a violent

and almost instantaneous decomposition, usually harmful to the bomb. But this

behavior is not altogether foreign to the gun propellants eithero ;Thenthe pro-

pellant has been made too brittle, or the temperature of the gun is very low (making

the propellant brittle again), violent “detonations” in the gun have also been

observedo It is thus reasokble to suppose that the oause is the same, namely that

3) See for instance reports from Division 8 of NDRC in 1942=.1944on rocket propellants,

4) Division 8 l?DRCreports from ERL, Bruceton, on H~E~
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rather rapid rise in pressure in the closed vessel or the gun brin~s the grains of

the explosive into agitation. If it is violent enough, the grains break up,

increasing the burnin~ surface area. This increases the rate of pressure rise,

brings with itself more breaking of the grains and soon the reaction is completely

out of oontrola

However, with sufficiently finely divided (or larder but very fragile)

grains, the burning may get out of control, even though the material is not confined~

except by its own mass. This my ooour even with such highly insensitive and slow

burning materials as TNT. Piles of it in the open will burn quietly for many

minutes but if the quantity is large enough (several tons), burning not only

accelerates but ends in a violent explosion.

A very severe explosion destroyed a gun

newly designed powder drier, containing much more

propellant plant in 1941 when a

materinl (about 10,000 lbs)than

was common before~ caught on fire and the plant personnel, accustomed to relatively

harmless fires in such equipment, grabbed fire hoses and started to advance towards

the building instead of running away. At this instant the buriiingohanged to

detonation and more than 100 persons were killed by the blast and fragments.

In a project of Division 8 of NDRC mixtures of inorganic nitrates had to

be milled with ammonium plurate in edge-runner mills. Occasionally the mixture

oaught on fire, With about 50 lbso in the mill the burning was quite gentle and

no harm resulted to the equj.pmento Wheu, howovers larger mills were tried~ cson.

tairk.g about 400 lbs~ of the same mixture, no fires but three very violant

explosions oomrred, eaoh throwing the cast-iron runners weighing about a ton eaoh

high into the air, but fortunately, due to good barricade construction, not injuring

anybody.

I

I

To understand these phenomena one may note that the burning advc.noesquite

..tpn~ A
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rapidly along

for instance,

i’raotionof a

the surface of

a rather small

millisecond).

the grains or from one grain to tho other (in a gun~

blade powder igniter sets fire to all grains in a small

Given a sufficiently large quantity of’the explosive

material, a tine comes when the burning reaches deep into the heap. Here the gases

formed esoape but slowly beoause of long and narrow charnels betwesn the partioles

surrounding thein~ Thus prrsssurerises above atmospheric, rate of burning goes up,

hence gas is formed more rapidly, raising the pressure further and So$ in a very .

short while. the reaction gets out of oontrol~

With some exceptionally rapidly burning materials (ioe~ probably materials

having very large k’s) it does not require a large quantity to change”burning to

detonation. ‘1’husmercury fulminate will detonate very rapidly after ignition (i.e.

●
in a millisecond or less) even when the quantity present is but a small fraotion of

a gram$ unless it has been compressed so highly (“dead-pressed’t)that the flame

cannot penetrate below the surface. Only in fairly high vacuum is it possible to

5) Lead azide~decompose mercury fulminate fast but without violence. apparently,

has an even hi~her burning rate constant, since it is virtually impossible to dead.

press it and it does detonate on ignition even in high vacuum,

Quite generally, those materials whicshspontaneously ohange from bur}ling

to detonation at atmospheric pressure when present in small quantities are called

PRIbIARY(or initiating) EXPLOSIVES* Materials which do not do so unless present in

very large quantities, and then only after long delays, are called HIGH EXPLOS?:V3S$

w-hi.lematerials whioh are difficult or impossible to detouate even under oonfir?.ement

are called PROPSLLANTSO To this latter class belong ~ar excellence those materials——

5) Ignition and detonation of mercury fulminate and lead azide have been studied by

● Garner and co-workers and descri ~ in Proc. Roy. Soo.

~~c~~\\\Hl~
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in whioh oxygen donors and oxygen aoceptors are present

partioles, In view of what has been said before on the

rate on pressure this is not difficult to understand.

as separate microsoopio

dependaficeof their burning

sHOCKS AND DETONATION NAVES

On the basis of the preceding d~scussion it might seen that there is no

natural lj.mitto the rate of’explosive reactions, but actually suoh a limit doos

exist. It is determined by the hydrodynamic laws of propagation of shook and

detonation waves.

In order to understand what follows it is neoessary to present here at

least a highly

is quite large

simplified discussion of such waves. The literature on the subject

6)
and must be oonsulted for a more rigorous and detailed treatment.

● Suppose we have a cylinder filled with a gas or’liquid and behind it a

piston. The piston is given a sli~ht forward motion and then rapidly reversed and

brough to its original position. The result is an acoustic wave, consisting of the

compression and rarefaotion zoness traveling through the medium with aooustio

veloci.ty~ At the orest of the wave, due to compression, the medium is slightly

warmer than originally, but it is cooled by the adiabatis expansion behind the cwest

and finally reaohes the same stake it originally possess@i~

Now let the piston move always forward, being accelerated in small jerks.

The first wave will not%e followed by a rarefaotion beoause the piston keeps pushin~

the medium, henoe the seoond wave will travel in a somewhat hotter and denser m~dium

and consequently, in all known substances, it will travel faster. The same is true

6) A book, Flame and Explosions in Gases, by B. Lewis and Go von Elbe gives a fairly
elementary but not always correct treatment. A somewhat more exaet presentatj.oflwi+ll
be found in NDRC report (Nos. OSRD 69, 70, 114) by Kistiakowsky and Wilson. There

● also will be found references to the earlier literature A complete and original
‘hwatmont of detonation waves is presented in Division 8 NDF.Creports of J~ von
Neumann (Nos. OSRD 549$ 1140), but is is hard going.

—
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of’the third wave relative to the seconds eto~ “Thus the wave~ will tcindto oatch

up with those in fronts as is indicated on the sohcwmtic drawings below.

Pressure I

L__
.-
“-’”l

-’-l_
Early Position

The last phase shown here is that

Ia+xw Still later

of a shock waver, Mathematical analysis shows that

it will be formed even if the piston (or any other suitable source of pressure) is

aooelerated steadily rather than in jerks. If it were not for processes of heat

oonduotion and molecular diffusion, the front of the shock wave would be infinitely

●
siee.p~ aotually a finite slope doos exist. The velocity of the shock wave is greater

than that of acoustio w?avos~ aocording to calculations of Hugonioto it is only

slightly less than the aooustio velooity in the medium raised to the temperature and

pressure of the crest of the wave plus the velocity o-fthe medium itself in the orewt,,

The latter velocity is by no means negligible and in gases may aocount for muoh of

tho shock velooity~ In condensed media, however, except with shocks of extraordinary

strength, most of the shook velocity is due to aooustio velooity whereas the mattel=

moves muoh slower~ Because of the.(theoretically) infinite rapidity of compression

in the shook front, the heating of the medium is not oarried out

acoustia wava~ thus~ even after the passage of the rarefaction

of the medium to its original pressure~ it is found to be hotter

reversibly as in an

wave and the return

than originally.

This means, of course, that in a shook the mechanical energy of motion is being

dissipated and converted into heat energy. Thus any shock, aside from the purely

● geometrio weakening of spherioal or cylindrical expanding waves, must gradually Cii.aout.
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The interpretation of detonations by Chapman and Juguet, put on a solid

theoretical foundation by v. Neumann, regards them as shook waves, self supported

by the enerGy released in the burn-in:of the explosive. The establishment of

detonations out of the burning process oan be visualized qualitatively as follows.

!“roma burning volume element in the mass of the explosive the reaction is spread

by the effluent hot product Gases. Behind the spreading reaction front the tevl~l~r-

ature and pressure of the gases are higher, hence conditions exist for the formation

of e,shock wave (see drm-inGs above). AS this developing shock passes around new -

Grains of the materials they be~in

+mnited earlier, because of higher--0

shook becomes so strong that it is

to deaompose and react faster than the grains

pressure surrounding them. After a while the

not limited to a f’lu.vof gases around the $rains~

o but involves compression and physical displaoemsnt of the grains themselwes$ thus a

well defined shock front becomes established. Its velocity and tho pressure in the

crest would keep on rising indefinitely~were it not that energy is required to

7) but the energy available from the burning of the explosivecompress the material O

is finite. Eventually a balance must be established between the energy released by

the explosive and that used up in compressing the material to the conditions existing

in the shook~ then the shock becomes stabilized as a true detonation wave.

The theories referred to above show that the knowledge of tho ohwnical

composition of the reactants~ to~ether with that of thei: densitys of the equations

of state of the substances involvedg and some other thermodynamic funotions~ is

sufficient to predict all tne hydrodynamic properties of ideal detonation waves.

7) In strong shocks this energy is large and very muoh greater than in reversible

●
compressions.
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The velocity of these waves is found to be equal to the aeoustio velooity in the

reaoted medium at the pressure and temperature of the crest of the wave plus the

material velocity of the medium in the orest, In solid organic nitrated explosives

at the densities commonly used (007 to 1.7 g/cc) the density of the medium at the

crest of the wave is some 30 to 50 percent higher than that of’the unreacted material~

the material moves with velocities of the order of 1,000 m/see. and its temperature

is perhaps 30 peroent higher than would exist in produats of controlled adiabatio

burning while pressure reaohes 200,600 k&/cm2. Aooustio veloeiti,esin suoh media

are of the order of several thousand m/see.

.
According to

shook wave followed by

● released in the latter

v. Neumannthe detonation wave ocmsists of a thin mechanical
.

a ohemioal reaction zone of lower pressures the energy

zone supports the shook in front and thiso in turno serves

to start the chemicel reaotion (by a mechanism whioh will become olear later). The

initial mechanical shook is suppos6d to aoquire a definite profile (i.e.9 pressure-

distanoe relation) wMah it retains regardless of the shape of the charge$ eta.

The same should be true”of the reaction zone if this were infinitely thin. 3q any

oaseg howeverg they are followed by a zone in whioh the phenomena are best described

by sa~ng that a rarefaotion wave follows the detonation wsvep a rarefaction due to

tha flow of gases from the orest of the wave into the space behind which was

originally oooupied by the char~e$ and further beyond, Th~ the complete wave pro.

file depends on the shape of the charge, on the confinement around its on the distanoe

the wave has travelled through the explosive and9 finally~ on whether the wave is a

divsmgentp plane or a convergent one 8)* In general one oan say that the longer

●
has the wave traveled through the explosive the thioker it becomes (i.e.. tho high
.

8) This subject has been treated in British reports~ mainly by Taylor9 I’enneysJones.
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pressure lasts longer)? due to this oircumstanoe larger ohargas have greater

destructive effeot. Naturally9 when the oharge is-in the form of a thin rod, side-

ways flow of gases controls the shape of the detonation wave and the latter aoquires

a constant shape regardless of the length of the charge.

The detailed mechanism and the rate of dwm.ioal processes oocurring

in the wave are of no impor%anoe for the propagation of a detonation wave through

an infinite amount of explosives hydrodynamic and thermodynarniolaws oontrollihg all

the properties of the wave. However, as wi23 be seen below, deviations from ideal

behavior are frequently observed in oharges of finite

slowing or a complete failure of detonation”and can be

the ohemioal processes responsible for the detona%ion~

is of some interest.

sizee They oonsist in a

traoed to the finite rate of

thus the ineohanismof’these .

#
Precise theory of these processes does not exist% however$ the writer

believes that in the detonation Wave. as in controlled burning, individual particles

of the explosive burn fronzthe surface inwards the rate being probably controlled

by the law given earlier.

This idea is reasonably

observed in the detonation zones~

consistent with the absolute rates of’reaotion

which are of suoh magnitude that

loose explosives oomplete the burni% of 0~1 to 1 miarosecond~ On

‘ the burning rate of typioal propellants and H~E~ in closed vessels

finely div}.ded

the other hand

in such that

decomposition progresses

kg/can2pressure~ Taking

size of loose explosives

through the grains about 002

the 0.8 pressure exponent of

as 0.1 mm and 150,000 kg/om2

mm per milMs&ond at 1.000

the burnin~ 1.aw9partiole ’

pressure in the waves ons gets

complete oon7ersion in about 5 mioroseoonds~. The remaining disore~ancyo if any$ may.-

be qualitatively aooounted for by the orushing of partioles in the.shook and by the

higher temperature of the produot gases in the detonation wavo as compared to their

temperature in the adiabatio burning experiments.
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SENSITIVITY AND INITIATION

An explosion may be oaused

blow’on the explosive$ in faot, even

not only by heating but also by a mechanical

materials which are difficult to bring to

detonation by heats can be set off readily by a mechanical shock under proper con.

ditions~ This mechanical sensitivity has naturally reoeived a :reat deal of attentic

from many investigator~, but its controlling factors are not fully understood. The

following review is based mainly on recent data contained in Divo 8, NDRC reports

from the Hercules Powder Co. and from ~.L, Brucrston(Nos. OSRD~ 8030 1288, 1706,

20140 3149, 3185, 4099)0 The studies have been generally divided into those of

sensitivity to friotion, to mechanical impacts and to gun projeotiles~ although

froma strictly scientific point of view suoh a division may not be justifiable.

● The main fact emerging from these studies is that pressure~~ does not

cause explosions. Thus Bridgman (HDRC report No. OSRD 64) slowly applied pressures

in exoess of 50,000 kg/om2 to va~”iousexplosives and then subjected the materials

to shear without getting any explosions unless the rate of shear was fast. Other

tests show that even fast application of pressure does not oause explosion without

some shear of partioles’or without friction between partioles~ Thus lead azide

was suspended in a liquid (under conditions readily giving explosions after a suit=.

able impact) contained in a small cylinder with a piston. The liquid was compressed

very suddenly by dropping a large weight on the pistous but no explosions resulted.

FYiational sensitivity has been studied by lettind a “shoe’( attached to

the arm of’a pendulum scrape along a surface (usually roughened) oovered with the

explosive. Studios at .ERLhave shown that even using shoes weighing several K< and

heights of drop up to a meters no explosives less sensitive than RDX could be made

o to explode consistently. Various materials have been used in these tests for the

shoe and the anvils bu% the most effeotive way’to increase sensitivity of au

explosive was to mix it with a small proportion of a hard gritty powder. The kino~io
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energy of the shoe used up in these friction experiments was at least equal to that

whioh in the so.oalled drop test machines causes regular explosions. An attempt

to find the reasons for this behavior leads to the conclusiorithat “in the “pondulum”

tests the material, while subjeoted to a fast blofland ShearO due to the nature of

the impaoting surfaces, was not as well oonfined between the shoe and the anvil as

it was in the drop-test maohines.

The drop test maohines usually oonsist of an

base and a striker, with a few milligrams of’explosive

weight is dropped on the striker and m):-alobservation

anvil mounted

between themo

tells whether

oocurred or note When flat polishod surfaces of hard tool steel are

on a heavy

A suitable

explosion

used to contain”

the material, a sensitive primary explosive like mercury fulminate explodes fahiy

consistently after a drop of

In the same arrangement, but

height at about 15 cm, while

9]
a 2 kg weight i%om a hei.~htof a couple cm.

with a 5 kg~ weight, PE’M gives a 50 percent explosions

for RDX (Cyolonite) this height is about 25 tin. Going

to still more insensitive materials one runs into difficulties. Tetryl~ for instance$

gives occasional explosions at 25 cm, but their probability never rises with height

of fall to anything like 100 percent. In fact, above 1 motor height of fang Tetryl

almost ceases to explodeg while TNT and ammonium piorate just oan’t be made to

explode with this arrangement, regardless of height and weight~ until the striker

and the anvil are badly damaged. It takes, however, OREJ a thin sheet of tin foil

covering the exploqive under the striker to cause Telryl to explode regularly and

at a height as low as that of RDX+ even TNT will explode now at an only slightly

greater heightO but RIM and PETN explosion heights are little changed by the new

arrangement, A coating of wax on the striker surfaoe is almost as effective as tin

9 foil~ but the same amount of wax intimately mixed with the explosives reduces their

9) Plotting percentage explosions against height of fall one gets typioal S-shaped
probability ourvest byoontrolling experimental conditions more and more olosaly

one oan somewhat narrow the ourves but no one has suooeeded as yet in produoing
a device giving a sharp boundary between “no.explasion’land “explosioni’height

9L’fall. —
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sensitivitywell below what it is with the bars steel surfaces.,

Generally speaking, ono finds that the more insensitive a material is

under “normal” condition of the test, tho more its apparent sensitivity can be

inoreased by oonfinin: it io a ti~htly closed spaoe in the instant of impact, if

this does not prevent shear and crus}:i.ngof the particlc?s.

Using a typical set-up [like the flat surfaces) it is found that the

required energy of impact increases linearly with the quunkity of the explosive on

the anvil., The dapendanoe is different for different explosives, however, so that

even the order of sensitivitiesmay be ohanged when tests aro made with altered

standard quantities.

Further observations of signifioanoe are that anvil and striker readsof

hard steel

must go to

materially

metals arO

initiation

are by no means more effect.ivethan those of softer metals~ in faot oae

metals as soft

reduoed on the

backed by hard

of’insensitive

soft layer, combined with

as lead before the sensitivity of’materials like RRYiis

drop test machine. Of course, when thin layers of soft

steel then one &ets, as mentioned above, the most effective

materials~ probably because of the oonfining action of the

the fast ooncerkration of ener&y made possible by ths hard

m%torial behind it. Foreign materitilsreduoo sensitivity when mixad with expfosivess

except when they are of the type of hard gritty powderso These latter inoreas~

sensitivity quite materially in the drop test~ ouriously enou:h, their effeativoness

as a function of hardness seems to go through a maximum.

The sensitivity to projectile [rifle bullet) inpcot, while quantitatively

1

I

I

quite difi’erantO@an be shown to be not inconsistent with the observations just oitetio-1

0

Uxmared to the drop test machine conditions. the impacts by bullets bring.

Into the oxplosivo incomparably mors kinetic energy. [.30 and .50 caliber,,ball and

.F.P,show Mttle differonoe in effeot$ pro?ided they all penetrate the confining

%—.,------1......~.1.l *. . . ..
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Nonetheless sensitivity to bullet impaot is not extraordinarily high and this must

be accounted for hy the relatively low confinement unavoidable in bullet impaot

tests. In the laboratory the tests have been acrried out on small (some 100 g)

samples placed in containers of varyinG degree of strength~ from oardboard tubed to

heavy steel pipes with sorewed=.oncaps. Under these conditions the sensitivity to

bullet irnpaotis found to depend very much on the .strmgth of the oontainer and on

the physical state of the explosive. Pure RDX, pure PSTNg 50/50 Pentolite, Tetry10

Comp~ B, when present as loose powders at about 1 g~oc density detonate invariably

even in paper aontainersa Only materials like TNT musk be oonfined in a steel tube

before explosions are observed. TNT pressed to high density

even in steel containers~ while cast TNT must be placed into

● bomb to obtain occasional explosions. Cast Comp. B does not

has not been expl~dsd

an extra strGng Gteel

datonate, even in steel

every times and completely fails to explode in light containers. The change of

sensitivity with physioal state is observed with other explosives low density lome

explosives being most sensitive~ then the cast materials while the highly pressed
.

powders are least responsive to bullet impact, The ef’feotsof physical state and of

the degree of ocmfinenent are so pronounced that by a suitable choice of conditions

it is possible to make TNTO for instances appear to be more sensitive than eve...the

50/50 l?entolitee llowever~when the tests are arranged under “standard” oondit”>ons~

the explosives can be arranged into a series of rising sensitivi.tyt Ammonium

Picrate<TNT<Comp. B (waxed)< Comp~ B (unwaxed)<Tetryl<E%ntolite~RDX ~ PETN ,

It is, incidentally, about the same order as that into which the explosives can be

arra~ed when tested on a “reasonablet’arran:ement,of a drop test maohine~

The apparent sensitivity to bullet impact inoreases wi-:hincrease of the

● size oi’the che.r~e,so that, for instance, large bombs loaded with cast TNT almost

invariably ~ive a (low order) explosion when penetrated by a bullet.

—.
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The effeo% of the size of the charge is particularly pronounced with

aluminized explosives. hith small laboratory smmples one usually

but large ohardes give violent detonations. There is very lit+lo

d’fects of size must be attributed to the oonfinin.~effect of the

oharge on the re$ion direotly acted upon by the bullet-

Uets mild fires~

doubt that them

mass of the

If one counts the fir~s in laboratory tests as explosions, then the

addition of aluminum powder can be said invariably to sensitizs explosive~ to bullet

isnpaoto The meaning of the drop test machine trials of aluminized explosives is

open to even greater doubts than that of non-aluminized materials. However, if one

again takes them at their face value. aluminum should be considered definitely as a

Sensiti%ero In this sense Torpex (no% the desensitized kind, with 5 percent wax.)

● should be placed near Pentolite on the soale of’sensitivities,while HBX

(desensitizedand degassed Torpex) will fit into the

Compo 13.

Materials like Earatol (Barium nitrate and

sorias between TNT

TNT) are difficult

this series because they show high sensitivity to bullet impact but are

and waxed

to fit into

quite

insensitive (like T3T) on the drop-test m.aohine.

Summing up various practical findings about mechanical sensitivity u:
.

explosives, the following regularities may be formulated:

(a) Slow application of presske with or without shear is quite safeg

exoept with extremel~ sensitive materials like lead azicle~

(b) The hazards in the above operation increase as the confinement of

the oharge increases. To give an example: rubbing two flat plates against each

atherg with the material in betwemns is more hazardous than rubbing a point on e.

spherical surface against

(c) Hazaras of’

a flat plate covered by the explosive,,

this operation are further increased when grit is mixed

~–
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with

~rit

of a

tool

the explosivoa For example the writer does not think that Tetryl mixed with

I
would be safe to rub between two steel platea with a vigor Greater than that

southern belle.

(d) In view of the above it is evidently sef% to operate slowlya metallic

against a chunk of explosive not more sensitive than Pentolite, but if the

latter contains a concealed piece of metal or of rockfitrouble my arise.

(e) There is no gain in safety from the use of softer metals for tool~, I
except possibly with the most insensitive materials liko east TNT~ steel is to be

avoided (if at all) only because of its sparking tandency, with the accompanying

dangers of ignition (smll with all non-aluminized high explosives; somewhat &reater

mth aluminized explosives). However very soft

●
Greatly.

(f) Rubbin& of two pieoe~ of oxp~osive

materials like wood inoreaae safety

loose explosive is quite safe, provided it is done not so violently as to

obvious heat evolution and provided that the materials are less sensitive

pure RDXo

(38.USO

than. Sayo

(g All sharp blows on explosive must be avoided as definitely hazai”dous~

The hazards increase .y?estlywhen the explosive is present in a small quantity

between faiilyhard materials providin~ ~ood confinement and some grit is mixad aith

it!, The following hypothetical impacts have been arran~ed in the order of rapidly

decroasin,:hazardsg

10

2“

3.

A hard object.hi,ttinga“thin layer of explosive
on a dusty hard surface.

Saxno,but explosive on a clean hard surf%.ce.

Hard object hitting a large volume of explosive
(or explosive on a very soft support)~

Soft object hitting a large volume of explosive.

To make things even more precise, the writer will venture to guess that a metal

~
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ob.jeotweighing OLM kilogram falling

the shape of a smooth surfaced ball,

explosives in the fir.% case, except

from 1 meter height, particularly if not in

16 quite likely to set off 1x11common military

ammonium picrate and probably TN?. h the

second case only materials more sensitive than waxed Coup. B will be likely to go

offs whereas in the ~hird aase it will ”talcesoine?thin~at least as sensitive as F’STN

to produoe explosions. With lead azide the writer would not try evcm the fourth

test without a barricade proteotirighim but suspects nonetheless that even this

material would take suoh a blowwi~~>outiexplosion.

(h) Very ha?d metals are not more hazardous in impacts than those of

medium hardness.
b

nesso

●

Shape of impacting surfaces is probably more important than hard.=

explosives may be made extremely safe even againsf.impaotby

addition of desensitizers, Thus, when mixed with large excess of water, only

materials like lead azidc are still capable of.detonation. When mixed with about

3@ peroent by weighk

tested with a stron:;

desensitizer must be

of waters pure RDX powder is just

booster charge, Of course, to be

intimate; it does no good to pour

capable of detonation vrher.

ef’feotive$mixing with

water bdawen large blo>ks

of’ cast HE for they will, of oourseO go off when properly initiated., Liquid

desonsi.tizersare more effective than equal weights of powdery diluent~. The latter.

ii’pr,esentin small quantities (eeC., not more than a few peroent) and of suf’fllcient

hardness (e..g., harder than the orystals of the explosive itself] may even acG as

sensitizers.

From those comments it follows that in order to make ~le maohining ead

cutting of HE

(a)

oastin~s safe@ the following rules should be Sollowed.x

Tools must not produoo ~ritty powder~ hence Grindi,~
wheolsj sand or emery cloth should be avoidedo
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(b)

(0)

(d)

The pressure (not the total force but foroe per unit
area of contact) should be kept low and all fast
impects (i.,e.,fast-moving tools) should b~ avoided,.

The shape of the tools should be such that there is
little confiuement$ i.ea$ small area of contact is
better. This means that sharp tools are better probably
than dull ones.

Pouring water on tho tool end the castin~ will inorease
safety-but only if water penetrates to the Feint where
cutting is bein~ done.

After these praotical pointers$ let us return to fundamentals and oonsider

-whatdeductions one can draw from the described tests about the mechanism of

initiation of detonation by impaot~

‘lothe writer, at least, they sug~est thst in the explosion on impaot two

dietinot phases oan be disoerned~ The

● surfaces (the original surfaces or the

as the material is pressed between the

first oonsists i~ a very local heatin~ of ths

new ones if particles are ruptured by impact)

impacting surfaces. \Xhenthe temperatur@8S

v(>rylocally reach high values (calculated to be 1000 to 15000K in drop test machine

impacts), ignition occurs with suff’ioientlyshort delays (see below) to spread with

an accelerating rate<, This requires the instantaneous confinement to be so tight

that the product gases can not oscepe in the early microscopic stages of the LurningO

but build up loaal pressure and thus speed up the deflagration process. Otheriss

sithor nothi~ observable happens or~ at most~ one hears and seee a bar81y

aiticoable local decomposition. This, for instanoe, is what hap~ens with tetryl and

less sensitive explosives on the drop te,stmachine when flat steel surfaces are used.

An explosion here is always a partial one and most of the material is found un~hangedO

just soattered arouud the anvil.

●
Aeoordin<; to this view the first phase of the dstor.atianby impaot is

—
controlled by such

(b] their fricitton

the conditions are

faotors as (a) thermal sensitivity of explosives (see below),

coefficient, (c) heat conductivity through their crystals, Vhen

mede such that the ori~inal microscopic ignition is oertain to
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develop into detonations these factors become the sole onos to zmtrol mechanhal

sensitivity of explosives. This theory of detonation by impsot has been worked out

semi-quarrtitatively10) and found to describe drop test results quite well.

When the confining conditions are not quite so favorable {ooni?inement

either not present at all or lifted very rapidly after ignition) sensitivity to

impact becomes more dependant on the subsequent fate of the initial burning, that

iSO the burnin~ I&w of the explosive in question beoomes of importance, Thjs is

probably the case in most bullet impaot tests. since it has been shown thst explosions

do not nrsoessarilyori~inate at the point where the bullet strikes the walls of the

Ii)
confining vessel . The evidenoe further sug~ests that quite some time passes

between the initial ignition and the lar~e scale explosion.

With these facts in mind and allowing for a purely pra~tical safety
.

requirement that the mora sensitivo an explosive isg the less.of’it should be used

in planning a ohargeo one may justify the normal practice of a step-wise transition

from a detonator through n booster to the hi~h explosive oharge.

In the detonator [except the super-fast ones) the primry explosive is

only ignited by tho impact of a striker pin or the fusion of the bridge wire but

its burning rapidly changes into detonation12)0 If the very small quantity oi the

primmy explosive used were plaoed directly against the insensitive mass of tk. east

high explosive, the impact of its detonation wave might iSnite locally the maiz charge;

.—

10) G. Gamow, IMZd Report of about 1943

11) A block of explosive direotly behind or in front of a metal plate is less
sensitive to impact than one completely confined in a metal box.

12] :;ereone to use a less sensitive material hereO the oonfinemont needed to convert
burning to detonation would have to-be heavy and anyway the delay would be lofig,
ThisO in.oiden~~:!ly~is made use of in a very elegant,delayed action fuze for A,P
projectiles, in whioh a thin oolumn of tetryl in a very heavy metal tube is
ignited at one ond on impact of the projectile on the armor, burns .alcngthe
oolumn to detonation and thus detonates the main oharge at the other ead with a

delay Of R f8w hundredths of a seoond.
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however, the pressure would drop so’fast, because of the mall exploding mass, that

the ignition would either peter out or would only slowly build up into detonation.

It is tharefore desirable to place next to tho primary explosive a material of fairly

high sensitivity and choose the amount of the former so that tho pressure from its

detonation is maintained until the adjoinin~ material develops fully its om

detonation wave, Roughly speaking~ khis means a longer time than the reaction tima

of the next explosive. Studies of the propagation of detonation through explosives

(see later section) show that small partiole sizes give shorter reac%ion times.

Detonation is better propa~ated in Explosives of lo%er density~ while east materials

with their large cmystals are worsv from this point of views Thus it follows that

next to the small amount of the primary explosive one should place a sensitive high

● explosive @ the form of low density finely-divided powders next should oome a layer

of pressed powder and finally, when the detonating charge has been built up to a

respectable size (and the detonation wave to a respectable duration), may oome the

main cast explosive oharge~

Experimental dataare in general agreement with these deductions. Thus

investigations of the minimum quantity of a primary explosive required to detonate

a given high explosive have indicated that the quantity increases with the de:.~ity

cf the latter and becomes particularly large for east materials. Under compaz~.ble

physical conditions various high explosives require different quactitles of priir~ry

explosives for their initiation and the quantity required seems to vary about

inversely to their mechanical sensitivity, as will be seen by inspecting the Interim

Report PT-28 of Div.,8, l?DRC~

It is not quite clear to the writer why the increasing powder densit~:of

● the hi~h explosive oharge requires more of the initiating material, unless the shook
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wave ooming from tinelatter expends more and more of’its energy in a (more or less)

adiabatic compression of the particles of the former and less in l’rubbing”them

against each other., Straight compression of the particles, as remarked before~

does not secm to be a good method of i~nitiono

From the practical point oi’view it is very important to notathat

judging f’romthe bullet impasstand other tests, it is possible to detonate a high

explosives even though it is initially only burning. Thus a wealcbooster charge

may cause seemingly reproducible detonatious~ but there may exist considerable time

delays, while the initial burning ohanges over into full grown detonation of the

main charge. The laws of this effeot are not known and should be investigated in

eaoh individual oaso~ Not only from the point of view of the uncertainty of the
.

delays but also from that of reliability~ the delayed initiation is decidedly

undesirable.

In evaluatin$ the probable performance of an initiating system it is

well to bear in mind that ths detonation wave starting from a detonator or the tip

of a primacord through the boostpr and then through the main charge is not a truly

spherical wava,, Thus in the development of instantaneous explosive flash light

sources at 2RL (DivYsion 8 of NDRC Report No. OSRD 1488} it was found that b<%ter

approximation to reality was obtained by assuming that the center of a spherical

wave originated by primacord is looated some 3 to 5 mm beyond the tip of ths

primaaord, than by assuming that the wve originates at the end of the primaoord,

This observation can be expressed of aourse, also by saying that there is a

directional ui’1’eotof initiation along the axis of the initiator The well known

observation that detonators initiate much more ef~ectively

from the sides belongs in this olass alsoo Finally it my

from their end rather than

be mentioned that a
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booster in the form of a narrow oolumn reaohing through the entire charge (sform
.“

favored by Ord?lanoein some types of bombs) seems to be the least ei’feotivebooster

design, judging from experiments of IP’!RLat Noods Hole (UE Interim Reports of

Division 8 of NDRC)

THERML STABILITY

From the praotical point of view one may deseribe the response of

explosives to heating by sayins that there is a re~ion of temperatures ‘kherea given

explosive is oompleidy stable, a -re:i.onof hi~her temperatures in whioh it undar-

$oes a slow deoompositi:m9 while at still hi~her temperatures the mat&ial ignites

or explodes. This division is, of course, not justified from the point of view

of the theory of chemioal reaction kir.wtbs~ but pra@ioal~Y it is a usef@ ones

aS tha following dell show.

At ordinary temperatures all military explosives oan be

considered as completely stable, i.e. the$ oan be stored for sway

years without any deteota’bledecomposition or chan~e in physioal properties due to

ohemioal reaction. Least stable are nitrooellulose of’high degree of nitration

and mercury fulminate. Both may show noticeable decomposition after a storage of

several months at 60°Cu unless the former has been stabilized by addition of

materials which reaot readily with oxides of nitrogen and the latter is scrupulously

dry$ even these materials maybe left in 0001 magazines for years at a time without

any worry about measurable ohanges taki~ plaoe. ‘

‘Xithinoreasin~ temperature all explosives show decomposition into

partially gaseous produots, a prooess whioh does not give the same ohemioal

individua as the high-temperature explosion but usually results in considerable

quantities of oxides of nitrogen and produots of only partial rupture of the molecules.

.
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The rate of these reactions chan~es with temperature in about the same mmner

as does the rate of’most other chemioal reactions, i.e,.exponentially, with a

two-to threa.i’cildrise in rate for every 10°C rise in temperature.

iVith some ~terials the rate, at a ~iven temperatures is stroq;l.y

autocatalytic~ the oxides of nitro:en have been found to act as the catalyst. ThiG

is particularly oha>sctoristic of the decomposition of nitrocellulose~ Therei’ore

all modern propellants oorrtainsmall quantities of’such materials as diphenylamine
i

to react with nitro~en ox~des formed from nitrocellulose and thus to prevent

autooatalysis of the latter’s decomposition. Many other explosives do npt show

to the same degree the oatalysis by oxides of nitrogen (e”:. TNT9 RDX9 l?Wi7N)~

Some materials show occasional laok of stability at low temperatures which is due

●
to the presence of small quantities of unstable by-products (eog~ TNT and Tetryl),

Lodern methods of manufacture insure that 6uoh impurities are completely eliminated.

Most materials (e.g. PETE, Totryl, RDX) show a very marked increase in

their deoornpositionrate on melting or in solution, as compared with the crystalline

state at the same temperaJcuro~ This 5s not a spaoial che.raoteristioof explosives

but is a rather common observation in the field of chomioal kinetics and has been

adequately explained by the modern theory of reaetion rates.

A necessary requirement to make an explosive acceptable for military

purposes is that at 100°C the nnterial be still quite stable. Ammonium Piorate~

TNT9 Tetry19 Comp. B, RDX (Cyclonite)s TQrpex~

stored at 100° for 24 hours without dekeotable

at 100°C PETN is partially dissolved in liquid

(0,1 peroent withbad specimens] in this testO

BaronalJ PETN9 PbN6 , uan all be

decomposition. Pentolite, in which

TNT, shows traoes of decoscposition

while materials containing highly

● nitrated cellulose may deoompose sertously under suoh conditions.
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At 120~C” Tetryl and pure P’2TNS{of course Pentolite also) undergo slight

decomposition in 24 hours, while Amn. Picrate, TNT, MM, PbI?6,

too stable for their decomposition to be measured in this time.

.AmmePicrate, Comp~ B and Torp,exdecompose measurably, while at

Compa B, are still

At ebouk 150°C,
t

200°C only Ammo

Ficrate9 TNT and RDX roaot rather slowly, the rest of the materials montianed

under~oin~ fairly fast or explosive dooomposition~

If instead of being kept constant the temperature of au explosive is being

steadily i.noreasedsone.of two things may happen. If the ’explosiveis stable and

the rate of temperature rise is slow, all the material of the (small) sample decom.

poses gradually; however, if the rate of’temperature rise is fast enough (say.

20° C/tin)o the material (after Prtiul decomposition) 6uddenly catohes on fire.

or explodes. Tho temporainre

ture (not to be confused with

1% ranges from some 18C)*Cfor

This temperature is dependant

at which this ocours is oalled the explosion tempera.

the temperature of the products formed in an explosion),

nitrocellulose$ to over 36@’Jfor RDX and TNT,.

on the rate of heatin~ and on the size of the samples

because variable delays praoede explosion. Detailed investigation shows ihat these

delays or induotion periods are quite reproducible and are exponential functiouz of

the temperature. If’one dares to extrapolate that far, one finds that with

reasonably stable materials one must GO to temperatures of the order of 1500°K and
,

higher before the calculated delays decrease to the order of a few microsocondts.

With small samples of’ explosive one is usually not able to follow the induction

periods to low temperatures and long times as then the material decomposes quietly.

With larger samples, however, one occasionally observes very long induction periods.

running into days and more,, It-seems that reaction fool are~rzuiually established

● in large sarnplesgwhich grow at an accelerated rate and fin.a.llyset tha entire

Mterial on fire<. ‘;iithnitrooellulose propellants, for instancej it is a common

I
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practice to determine explosion times at 150°C (YJhichm@-ytake as much as 100

minutes ~iith5 ~ram samples). Y;iththis me.terial,of course, tho eutocatalytio

nature oi’the reaction is parkioularly pronounced, Howevsr, the writer recalls”an

incident when a Z-lb. butoh of n mixture of T!?Tand lead dioxide suddenly oaught

fire after heat.in:to 100oC for about 3~ minutes, Whilo swill srimplespassed hcmtim=

tests at 120° for lon~er tim.os,and without measurable decomposition.

Because or the more.or=less ctutocatalyticnature of thermal decomposition

and explosion reactions, an important praotical point in handlin: explosives is that

no samples of explosives should be allowed to stay at hi:h temperatures iudefinitely~

Therefore for instance, it is most essential that meltin~ kettles be emptied and

cleaned after use; otherwise it may happen that some of the old

c
rench.esun unstable (partially decomposed state and acts as the

destructive reaction of the entire freshly added batch. Aro-ther

material gradually

nucleus for a

important point

to note is that~ because of the explosive violence of the reactions when initiated

by sudden heating to high temperatures, it is very essential to avoid contact with

explosives of really hot objects~ e~g~ glowin~ wires from eleotric heaters~ etct

The writer’s laxmledge of

explosives is extremely limited and

the effects of

therefore very

elemtrostatio sparks on

few remarks will have to sc.ffioe

here,

powder,

must be

Materials with low i:nition temperatures, such as nitrooellulose, 12~Ids

meroury fulminate, are very sensitive to sparks and extreme precautions

taken to insure safe operations, However, the high explosives discussad

here are probably only slightly more sensitive to sparks

materials9 e.,g.ooal dusts etc. ; the additional dangsr

● {h deflagration onoe started, oannot be put out. ‘Ihere

than other ignitable

comes about mainly because

is no evidenoe Icnowmto

the writer that suah materials as TMT9 Tetryl and RDX can be dotcnated by a weak
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spark suoh as caused by a oharged human body; they are i~nited instoadi The ig.

nition is much more likely to occur when the materials are present as fine powder

than as pressed or cast blodcs~ Experimental efforts to cauee by sparks explosion

‘ofTNT and Ammo Picrate dust suspended in air have proved completely unsuccessful~

these powders must be settled on conducting surfaces to produoe deflagmtion by

sparks; Tetryl dust9 however, can be detonated when suspended in air.

PROPERTIES OF RVAL DETONATION WAVES—.— .—

Detonation rates have been repeatedly noasured under conditions intended

to a~pr(?)~i~L~tf) tha ideal ones. The normal method is to take cylindrical charges

of increasing diameter and to determine the highest@ ‘tlimitin~l’,rate. ‘.’(herethis

has not been done (and that is frequently the case), the observed rates chouhi ho

● considered only as the lowsr Iim.itsof the “hydrodynamic” rateso Numerioal values

c~fthe rates oi’various oxplosivos will ‘befound later in this text with othor

data (~n~$ld~”.’j.ftW.~eX1J~OsiT7eSe For interpolation of these data it is useful to

rmnenber that where one deals with or~anic nitrated mtorials without additions such

as nlumtnum9 inorganic nitrates, eto~, the following interpolation

quito well:

1) = Do + 3770 (d . do) met/~*~

formula holds

and I.).denote detonation rates findd and.d.. are the corrospondir..gr.iensitio

explosive in ~/ocO

.&xplosivosnixi.urescontaining other ingredients than or&6nionitrattid

waterials do not follow this interpoktion formula. Howeverg it seems that it.most

cases (Amatolss i.e. TNT ==ammonium nitrate mixtures, sre a striking exception one

● can use a khsar relation betVJ6elldensity and rate9 with the proportionality

l:oef’f.i.cientvarying from one mixture to anotherz
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Three major factors are known to influenoe the detonation rate of a

oharges in sdditi.onto the thermodynwnio variables mentioned in the discussion of
●

the hydrodynamic theory of’detonation rates. They are:

10 Initiation

Hs Sise and confinement of @arge

HI, Physical state of the explosive

The effeot of’initiation on an apparent steady.. rate of propagation of

detonation has been,studied mainly with liquid explosives (nitroglycerineand

related materials). In addition to a well defined high rat+eof detonation. whioh

seems to check the predi~tions of the hydrodynamic theory (and which is obtained

with strong initiation), these materials possess also a slow (not very reproducible)

●
rateo Nitro@yoerine initiated by immersing into it a weak initiator like Primacord

propagates the detonation with a rate of something like 1.800 met/seo (instead of

the full rate of about 8s000 met/see) for rather considerable distances. The same

result may be aohieved by butting a narrow tube filled with ni%ro#yoorine into a
. ,

charge of wide diameter and detonating the former with full velooityo The

phenomenon is not observed when the transition between the two tubes is made

gradual 13)0 The theory of this phenomenon has not been worked out~ but ind%ations

point to a surfaoe reaation of nitroglycerine in the slow detonations the material

in the interior of the charge remaininq unreacted and b%in~ only scattered about.

No reliable published data on similar effeots in solid explosives are.

known to the writers although he believes to,.reoallsome pre=war articles dealing

with aommeraial dynamites and describing effeots of weak initiation.

The efikmt of the diameter of a cylindrical ahar~e cn the rate of deton-

ation has been repeatedly studiod14) and is rather well understood. Starting with

13) Most of these data are quoted from a confidential report of the Ihm’oulesPowder
Co, whioh is not genera23y availablez ERL gives some data on the subjeot in

their interim NDRC reports.
14) Fairly extensive reoent data will be found in Xnterim and J’regressReports of

.lH,v+8 of NDRC from 12RL,Brucetone
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large diameter charges filled with a reasonably good (not less sensitive than. say,

cast TNT) explosive, one finds constant rates independent of the

Nith charges of this size, confinement appears to have no effect

With a reduction in the oharge diameter one eventually

oharge diameter.

on the rate.

observes slowing

down of

further

Optical

lag@g

the detonation wave and thi8 becomes more pronounced as the diameter is

decreased, FinnllyO very thin oharges simply fail to propa~nte detonation.

studies of the ,shapeof the detonation waves in cylindrical charges show a

of the wave near the surface, i.e, a shape reminiscent of the meniscus of a

liquid in a tube, This shows that the detonation prcapa~atesslower near the surface

of the charge. Nhen the oharge diameter is so far rcduoed that only these

propagating portions remain. then the detonation wave as a whole is slowed

● The explanation usually advanced attributes this effeot to the finite time

slower

down.

of the

chemioal prooesses in the detonation wave. Near the surface the product gases

expand so rapidly that the chemical reaction is unable to maintain the normal

detonation pressurel henoe the mechanical.shock preceding the reaotfon zone does

not receive the ener~y it reoeives in the interior of the oharge; therefore its

pressure and hence its rate of propa~ation is redueed~ The correctness of this

interpretation is further confirmed by the observation that confinement of thin

oharges increases the rate, but not to the full rate of thiak oharges.

The magnitude of the charge diameter effects depends strongly on the

oharnoter of the explosive tested. Extremely thin

like lead azide and meroury fulminate, are able to

th~ diameter effeo% are noted only with charges a

for instance, the charge is only 105 mmo thick but

● however the rate

the same density

Oharges of primary explosives

propagate detonation. With 3’ETN

few mm. thiok,, In Pritsacord9

propagation is very reliable%

(640(’ m/see) is about 1000 ~/sec~ lower than in a large charge of

(7!*.COm/see. at 1.48 g~oc) . Slightly larger diameter effeots are
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noted with RDX and Tetry19 but with TNT even charges 2=o3~m, in diameter do not

have quite the fill velocity, while charges only a few mm. in dlsme%er fail to

propagate altogether (unless heavily oonfined. as in the Bickford fuse). with Gast

oharges (i.e. TNT, Comp. B) the failure to propwa~e oo~urs rel~t~vf+lY more readilY

and one oannot follow the dependence of the rate on diameter as far as one can

with pressed or low density powder charsese Thus 2-’3om. diameter charges of cast

TNT

and

are

15). However, evenfail rather rapidly

Pentolite still propa~ate and at rates

near the hydrodynamic values.

1 Gm. diameter char~es of cast Ccsnp.B

whioh~ at least in the case of Pentolite~

lnmixed explosives (exaept Comp. BS pentolitee Tet]*@ol~ infiioh bow

components are true high explosives) the effeots of oh=ge dhseter are generally

● large. They have been properly investigated only in Amatols (TIJ’I!and Amm. Nitrate)~

where they reaoh extras values. Aotually in Amatols oou’tainingas little as

50.60 peruont Amm. Nitrate the measured rates fall far below the predictions of

hy&odynamic theory re=-rdless of charge diameter (cf. Div. 8 of NDRC Report

the

NO WRD3411)e

The theory predicts for Amato~s higher raters than those of TNT of equal
●

density but al~ observed rates are definitely lower and unconfined charges of w-en

moderate si%e are very apt to fail. The writer has been told, however, that in the
t

detonation of 10$000 lbs. bombs, provided with Comp. B boosters weighing several

hundred pounds, hi@er rates have been observed at Aberdeen with 50/50 Amatol than
.

with !fNT. Thus, possibly, with charges of this enormous size even Amatols reaoh

their full rate.

● lb) The ability of cast TWT at suoh small diameters to propagate detonation is
quite sensitive to the method of oasting. If the mmplete’lymolten material
is allowed to cool and solidify slowly (large orystals)~ 2.5 cm. diameter
uharges will almost oertainly fail. If tie TNT 3.soooled and stirred in the

pot until a mush of fine orystals is obtainedo this material east into 2.5 OLS
A dismeter charges will almoat oertainly propagate

—
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IluPent also report Dautriche
16)

rates on 60/40 east Amato3 of 5’?diameter whiuh

approaoh TNT rateo

Probably the most extreme effeats are observed with commerotal dynamites

made of ammonium nitrate and orgazaionon-explosive ground materials soaked with

10.20 percent nitroglycerine. These explosives wd.11not detonate at all when com-

pressed to high densities but in ths loose form they propagate at rates as low as

180002000 met/seo in charges of a few om. diameter and under moderate oonfinmuont~

However, the rateb oan

extreme conditions, so

the detonation wave in

be raised to va~ues as high as 4,000.5,000 met/seo under

that it

smaller

so muoh later that it does not

●
its share to the “gentle” push

looks as if nitroglyoerino alone was responsible for

unconfined charges~ the rest of’the matter roaating

help the detonation wave, while still contributiaag

whioh these explosives are expecked to give in bore-

holes in order not to crush coal or rook too muoh~

British observations on the air blast derived from 2000 and 4000 Ibs.

thin eased bombs led them to the conclusion that tho 60/40 Amatol charge detonates

more or less completely in the smallar bombs

Zoth types have the same long tetryl booster

of the .Amntolcharge. It has been conoluded

but partially faLls in the larger ones.

and the difference is in the diameter

therefore that a oonioal expandin.~

detonation wave travels through Amatol for some 20 to 30 cm but then dies out.

16) The Dautriche method of measuring detonation velocities is based on a comparison
of the velocity of the material to be tested with that of Primacord9 whioh is
assumed to be known. In actual execution the ends of a loop & P.rimacordare
attached to two points along the oharge of the material~ made into a cylinder
and fired from one end. A lead plate is laid under the Primacord~ As the
detonation wave is propagated along the charge to be tested. it sets off first
the one and later tho other end of i?rimaoordo The two waves in the Primaoord

*
eventually meet and at this point the load plate is found to be more damaged by
the Primacord than elsewhere” Knowledge of the distanoes involved, through the
char~e between the ends of the Primacord and through the Primacord to the point
of meeting of the waves as well as of the velooity through I?rimacordis then
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To the writer the observation is very puzzling. The supporting effect of the

detonation wave

k.nl~before the

travels towards

from a 5 om. thick central charge of tstryl should have vanished

end of the 20 or 30 cm path in the Amatol oharge~ As the wave

the outside of the bomb, the radius of its curvature increasd?

and hence, aocordin~ to all the other information, the chance of its dying out

should decrease, instead of rather suddenly becoming lar~e. However, the experi-

mental data obtained in these investigations are difficult to reooncile with any-

thin~ but a partial failure of the 4000 lbs~ boinbsand a satisfactory performance

of the smaller ones,

A preliminary and unconfirmed but interestin~ observation has been made

at the U~?2L0Xoods Hole (see lntorim Reports of Div. 8, NDRC9 U!lSeries)e Fairly

small cast ~inol oharges (Minol is a mixture of ammonium nitrate, TNT and aluminum)

were found to Give higher performance when the outside of the oharge was coated

with a thin

the oentral

that Minol,

the surface

insures all

layer of Comp. B than when the same quantity of Cowp~ B was used w

“bolstering” char~e next to the usual .tetrylbooster. It was Wgge8ted

being a slowly reaotln~ explosive, does not oompleto its reaction near

of’the charge, but that the outer layer of the f%ster reaoting Compo B

of the K.inolparticipating in the detonation processa

t The effeots of the charge diameter are mixed up with tho ol’fectsof the

physioal state of the explosive and their exploration has only been started as yet-.

The remarks made in the preceding paragraphs refer, by and large, to oharges made

Oi’“ocmmercial” loose powder explosives, in which the partiole sizes are mixed and

only roughly controlled= In faot, the writer knows of no investigations in whioh

Farticle size was controlled and oharge diame+ers and charge dew~!.tieswere varied

in a syste?iatioand comprehensivemannero Studies made at 3RL
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nearest to this requirement, but they also provide only partial data. Most of

these will be found in the monthly Interim Reports (DF and earlier series oovering

the same topics) of Div. 8 of NDRC,

With low density charges particle size is found to have very important

effect on the rate of detonation (with pressed charges such study is diffioult

beoause of the unoertain orushing of the particles by the oompressioq}, Thus TNT in

oharges of even 4 to 5 cm diameter and density of 0,8 to 09 g/oc has a detonation

rate faster by 150-200 m/seo when the psmtiole size is reduoed to about 10 miorons
●

than when the common “grained” material is used. This effect of the partiole sizes

observed in other materials also, is readily fitted into the theory of de~onation

reaotions disoussed above. However, the real phenomena are probably more oomplexe

judging by the observationsmade on low density ammonium piorate charges (Report

OSRD 1755 from 13RL,Bruceton). Charges of this material of about 009 to 1.0 g/co

density and 2.5 om diameter show a detonation rate

the partiole size is about 10 microns. Charges of

of prticles of about 100 microns size have a rate

near the hydrodynamic value when

the same density and diameter made

slower by a couple hundred meters

per second. When the two particle sizes are mixed in various proportions one

does not find, as expeoted, a I?fiearrelation between the rate and the compos:.tion

of the mixture. Instead the rate is relatively too slow in mixed powders and passes
.

through a minimum at about 70 percent by weight of coarso partioles (actually 2.5
, .

om diameter oharg.eseven do not propagate detonation when made up in these pro-

portions of particles)O Quite obviously the dependence of the ohemical rate on

particle size does not explain these effeots. It has been pointed out, however~
.

that the natural packing density of mixed powders depends on the proportions of the

coarse and fine particles and happens to reaoh a maximum for the 70/30 proportions
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of the partioles used in these experiments if the partioles are assumed to be spheres,

Thus the experimentsmade at the same bulk density were made at densities different

relative to the close paoking of the particles,, The average dvmacter of the oon-

tacts between the partioles differed therefore in the various mixtures tested and

this must have affeoted somehow the processes that occur when the

preoeding ohemioal reaotion 2.%the detonation wave passes through

experiments show that the details of the meaknical aotion of the

of great importance for the velocity and even for the maintenance

detonation wave. Whether the different consistency of the powder

meohanioal shock

the powder. The

initial shock are

itself of the

oauses more of less

intense attenuation of the shock9 whether the ignition of particles depends on how

the powder reacts to the passage of the shook, or whether still other phenomena are

●
of prime importance cannot be deaided at present.

Unfortunately no analogous studies have been made with other explosives

and ammonium piorate is so insensitive that it could be looked upon as an exception

rather than the rule. The writer, however, believes that they are descriptive of

the general behavior of explosives, at least in the low density oharges. Naturally

with individual explosives the effeots will be found in charges of different diameters

and in sufficiently large oharges they all must disappear.

To the writer are known no really systematic investigations of the charge

‘ diameter effect as a funotion”of the density of the oharge, although it has been

shown that high density”charges do show it. In faot, the more diffioult initiation

of high density charges suggests that in them the diameter effeots should be more
*

pronounced. The same deduotion is supported by observations on pressed oharges of

50/50Amatol (Report No. OSRD 3411 from ??RL,Bru6eton),,“Xncharges of 2.5 to 6 om “

● diameter, instead of finding a linear dependence of the rate of density, ozieactually
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observes that the rate almost oeases to incrense with inoreasi~ density (in

commercial dynmites aotual maxima of rates have been reported) when the latter

reaohes values of the order of 1~~ g~oc. Thus one must conoludo that for a givexI

oharge diameter the deviations of the aotual rate from the hydrodynamic value inorease

with density* at least in aase of Amatols~

With east oharges, as already mentioned, propagation of detonation beoomes

particularly difficult, but little quantitative data are available. It has already
,

boe~ mentioned that “oreameds’TNT, i~e~ TNT which has been allowed to crystallize

partially in a kettle with stirring, gives oastin~s whioh propagate detonation muoh

better, beoause of relatively fine orystal size, than does TNT poured completely as

a liquid into the molds and Allowed

●
Cast Amatols made with fine grained

detonation betters eto~

to solidify there into large oriented orystals..

ammonium nitrate are also said to propagate the

EFFECTS OF EXPLOSIVES ON THE SURROUNDINGS

This is a very extended topio and is somewhat outside the main subject

of this review. Therefore a few brief remarks and a table ok comparative performance

of various explosives wtll have to suffioeo

In laboratory pract3.ce two terms have been universally in use, the ~awer

and the brizanae of explosives. The definition of both terms~ particularly of the

latter, is somewhat loose and tests proposed to measure themare varied and not

always to the point. Following oustom, the power is defined as the ability to do

work at a distanoe, whioh is little dependent on the speed of the explosive, while

brizance refers to the destruoti.veeffeots in the immediato vicinity of the explosive

●
and is undoubtedly related to the speed of establishment and the magnitude of the

Pressure in the detonation wave..
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Of 6$1 the laboratory methods of determining the power of an explosive ,

17)

Ii
ballistic mort~r appears to be most satisfaotoryo In this test a sample of

It’”
explosive weighing some 10 g is detonated in the oenter of the chamber (of some

.

i
300 co volume) of a short mortar with a olose fitting.“heavyprojectile. Reooil

[“
energy is meas&d and the results are expressed as grams of TNT to give the same

11
),

effeot as 10 grams of the explosive tested. Calculations (Div. 8 of NDRC Interim
.

Reports from E#L) show that the work done in the mortar is very olose to the thermo-
“

u

dynamio maximur& so that the speed of the explosive is obviously of little importance.
II

In \he Trauzl lead blook test a quantity (10 g) of explosive is detonated
~

on the bottom ~f a.cylindrical hole in a large lead bleak, the hole being tamped ‘

with olay or such, and the volume inorease is measured,, Experimental data exist to. .

show that the results are a rather oomplex funotion of the conditions so that the

test is less r~adily interpretable.thanthe mortar data.

ForFthe determination of the brizanoe the sand orushin~ test and the

plate denting ~est have been used among others. In the former a known quantity of
H

the explosive {s detonated while surrounded with oarefully graded sand and the quantity
n

of sand orush~d is measured. In the latter a oharge is placed in direot contaot

with a steel plate and the depth of indentation in the latter is measured. The
8
i

writer favors the seoond test beoause in the former tho data vary in a aomplex manner
n

+with the densi y of the ohargo used~ while in the latter a simple linear relation is
.

observed. l&~hermore the seoond test is the nearest laboratory approximation to

the field use ~f the brizanoe of explosives, namely in demolition work, Finally, a

i
~
27] ‘Yith~un propellants a closely related term, potential, which is obtained by

multiplying the heat evolved by the volume of gases formed, can be calculated
from the mqre fundamental thermodynamic data. In ease of explosives the speed
of expansi~n of the products may be so rapid. however, that chemical equili.
brium is n@ established and henoe the potential is variable and not oalculable~

,
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study of the mmerical data of’the sand crushin~ test suggest that it measures power

more nearly than brizanoe..

Aside fYom demolitions the explosives in military practice are used to

fragment casings, or to produce air blast and shook in water,,

For ~agmentation two matters are of importance: size of fragments and

their velooity~ AS regards the former, the results depend so much on the physical

properties and

chargep and on

here~ It will

the mass ratio

geometry of the oaseO on the shape of the detonation wave in the

the oharge to ease mass ratio, that it is impossible to discuss them

not be too wrong however to state that, other things being equal afid

being not too far from unity, the size of fragments decreases as the

speed or brizance of explosives increases., There is no complete parallel between M,e

size of fragmtintsand their velocity. For instanoe Torpex gives higher velocity

to shell fragnientsthan Comp. B, but produoes on the average larger fragments (BuOrd

reports from the Dahlgren Proving Grounds and also Div. 8 of NDRC Interim Reports

from ERL) suggesting that it is more powerful but less brizant than the latter.

‘Nithmoderately or very heavy oasin~s the velooity of fragments appears

to be a funotion primarily of the power of explosives,

between the extremes of TNT and Torpex. In shells~ in

is of the order of 0,1 the velooity of fragments is in

varying by about 20.25 paroent

whioh the charge-mass ratio

the neighborhood ei’100C

m/see, In very large bombs~ with oharge mass ratios of 2/3, velocities of almost

4000 m/see, huve been observed,l Even higher velocities oan be attained with very

thin casings.

Ais blast is usually measured several tens of charge diameters away from

the oharge, wl~orethe magnitude of the pressure peak is of tho order of tens of’

pounds per square inch. Measured is usually the peak pressure, the impulse (time

integral of positive excess pressure)and the energy (timo inteGral of the

square of pressure exces8). It is important to note that the following
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scaling law has been well coaffrmed by experiments: the impulse does not depend

on the size of the charge~ provided the measurements are made at GUOh distances.that

the ratio of distance to the cube root of charge weight is a oowtant. Of oourse~

distance ~rom the ground, character of the topography, etc. must be appropriately

Sczlledstoo.

‘hhathas been just said about air blast, applies also to the shock in

waters except that due to lower compressibility of water the magnitude of pressure

risa is much greator~ The measureinents(and damage to typical

are usually oarried outnat distances of twenty to fifty charge

marino structures)

diameters and give

pressures

i. and under

\,,
\ are given

of a few tons per square inch.

Following is a table giving performance of various explosives in the tests

conditions ditiaussedabove. The data (which are unfortunately not oqmplete]

relative to TNT whioh hs.sbeen taken as standard. liostof this information

has”been taken

L~emorandumNo.

from a oompihation issued by the Naval

fO, August 1944), supplemented by data

Bureau of Ordnance (Ros,

taken direotly from ERL reports.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF SOME EXPLOSIVES

-=— —
!%xplosive....——

Amatol (50/50)

Comp.B (60/40/1

Comp. C-2

AmmO l?icratw

Lead Azide

Meroury Fulminat

Ihinol

Pentolite (50/S0

l?ETN

pj-~rioAcid

Imx
a

Tetryl

TNT

Torpex

i=—.

Ballisti~
Mortar
118

134

126

99

143

129

145

111

151

12-9

100

134

PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL E2

“FiTRz?
&ck_
130

132

45

50

168

124

J.?8

109

180

130

100

166

——
Sand

86

118

110

80

42

52

96

131

150

109

136

118 -

100

160

.—

Piate
Dent

133

91

72

129

107

135

116

100

119

h——

84

116

133

yjy
Vater Shock———..

94

123

138

100

141

——.

.—
Fragmmnt
?elelu

106

100

100

120

!....—

The numeriaal data given belo~i for individual explosives have been taken

from the exoellent compilation by A. Ho Blatt (Report from Divo 8 of’NDRC, Noo OSRD

2014)~ Literature references and complete data should be consulted in that publicaiion~

here an attempt has been made to select or averag”ethe data.criticall.y~insofar as

possible, In appreciating the information given below it should be remembered that

ail mechanical sensitivity tests suffer from the impossibility of selecting a truly

absolute method of testing~ henoe only comparative data can be given and even these

saatter cotxhhwibly, depending on the precise conditions of’test.
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The same criticism.applies also to the data on initiation, as vtll be

o“oservedclearly after the study of the numerical data presented by Blatt. Heat and

stability tests, the data on whioh also suffer from lack of unii’ormitysare oarried

out at selected temperatures until reaction of a oonver~ientindicator is observedb

employed usuall”yme the Methyl Violet impregnated paper and a paper impregnated with

starch and potassium iodide, both of which react with nikrOCen oxides. In the

vacuun stability tests the volume of gases evolved in vacuum by a 5 g sample of

material is measured. .Explosiontemperature is frequently determined by dropping a

sma]..lsample on the surface of Woods metal,O

—. .—

TNT C7H5N306 ;, 2,4,69-Tri.nitrotoluene
-—

l)es~tion:—.

●
M.p. 80050 ~ d(liquid at 80.50) 1.465; crystal den8ity 1.654; pressed

density at 4125 kg/cm2 1.610 Hardness about 1~2 on Mols scale. Vapor pressure

immeasurably mall at room temperature but at the m.p~ is :nzfficierrtto produce

noticeable vaporisatioa from the liquid surface and

over long peridds of time; vapor somewhat toxic.

sensitivit~:I@erminations at various laboratories..—.

aondensatiou on cold surfaces

relative to Picrio Acid (PA] %

~,ivevalues ranging from equality with P1.to a sensitivity of 62 peroent of PA.

delative to Tetryl a value of 50 percent sensitivity has been determined Here sensi-

tivity is expr~ssed as inversely proportional to the height of fall.of a oertain

‘weightneedsd to give a certain effeot~ Sensitivity has been observed to decrease

w-ithincreasing temperature, between 30 and 90°C,,

Initiation:Y&n a s~ll quantity (1.0 to ().4g.) of TNT and of an initiating-.

explosive are pressed together into a detonator oep and the latter is igniteds the

following typioal minimum quantities are found to initiate TNT: Idorcuryfulminate

0~25 g$ Lead gzide 0016 g; Diazodinitrophenol (DDNP) 0016 ~o Available data do not
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show any obvious dopendance of these amounts on the compression,,

Power and Ilrizance:

lead block expansion

Deterfi~tiofis at some 10 different laboratories of the Trauzl

give values ranging from 83 to 103 pcw”centcf Picric Acid. with

an average of 93 percent. On the ballistic mortar the figure is 90 percent of ~,,

Sand crushing gives 94 percent of PA.

Detonation Rate: ~~70 n/’se~at d= lQO g~cc~ 670C)m~sec at d = 1.6 g/ccO

stabi~it~s Decomposes without explosion on Woods metal surface up to 3600, but

explodes at 4.200to 470° . At 135° there is no explosion and no aoidity in 300

minutes. At 120° in the vacu~ stability test 0.2 cc are evolved in 48 hours (small

quantities suoh as this may easily be due to occluded gases or to traoes of impurities

and should not be considered significant).

~activitys With alkalies and ammonia TNT furnished produots which are dangerously

sensitive to heat and are probably more sensitive to impaot~ TNT is not hy&ro-

soopicQ It does not reaot with metals except in the presence of dilute nitric acidfi

then the products are hazardous,

Commentsi Because of its low melting temperature and great insensitivity, combined

with high performance TNT oocupies a unique position among explosives. It is used

alone for fill~ng a great variety of munitions and is also used as the liquid

component of a“variety of explosive mixtures which are poured as slurriess Tetr~l

and YETN are quite soluble in TNT and form eutectios melting at 62° and 75°C

respeotivoly~:Even RD.%is soluble in TNT to the extent of about 4 percent at the

m.p~ and about 10 percent at 100°C-

Avail.ablenow is the so.oalled Grade 1, TNT, with a settling point above

80.2° ; it is furnished in two forms, flake TNT and granular TNT~ the latter is a

powder of essentially single crystals of TNlj the former is obtained by rapidly

fre~zing a thin layer of TNT on a cold drum and scraping the flakes off’o
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T?lTRYL[Ci) C7H5N508 2,4,6.trinitrophenylmet!lylnitramine

Description: l.lope1300; orystal density lo73~ hardneas about 008 on Mobs scale.

*
Sensitivity: Various comparisons with PA give a sensitivity of from 160 to 125

percent. Comparison with TNT gives a sensitivity of about 200.percento Comparison

with RDX gives about the same sensitivity in one type of test, lower sensitivity in
.

the other. Sensitivity deoreases with increasing temperature between 30 and 900C, “

Initiation: Under the sane test conditions as described for TNT, the minimum

initiatirlgamounts are: ?.lercuriofulminate 0.16 g. J lead azide 0.03 g ~ DDNP

0.075 g ~ there are again no olear out data to show that higher density requires

more of the initiating material.

Power and Brizanoe! Determinations bya large number of investigators with the Lead

●
block test give values of about 120 percent of PA. Bsllistiomortar data are from 121

to X52 percent of TNT. Sand crushing test gives from 113 to 124 percent of TNTO

Detonation Ratet 5420m/seo at d== 1,0

Stabilit~: Explodes a% 196° when heated

not explode evenat 360° when dropped on

/’gee; 7510 m/seo at d= 1.6 g/aco

at the rate of 200 /rein ; i~mites but does

Woods metal surface. Not said and no

explosion i.n300 mine at 100° * but aoid in 100 min at 120° 0 Vaauum stability~

4 co in 48 houvs at 120° ~

Reactivity Tetryl is not affeatmd by boiling water or dilute aoids but is hydro-

lyzed by boiling sodium oarbonate~ it i,s not hygrosoopi.oo Contaot of’skin with

Tetryl may aause dermatitis.

Comments: Tetryl is the material most oommonly used for booster pellets in pressed

form at a density of about 1.5 g/cc. It is usually available in bulk form as
.

,0
“sphorioal grained” tetryl~ individual partioles being of fairly uniform size and of

qproximately

I reported that

spherical shape; they are of microcrystalline struoture~ It has been

finely divided tetryl dust suspended in air at a aonoentration of
.
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70 mg/liter oan be ignited by an elecrostatio spark of 0.015 joule energy.

lWX (Cyclonite) rzJi#~o~ Cyclomethylene trinitramine

Des&iptiont M,p. 202°(decomp0) crystal

on Mobs soale~

Sensitivity: Sensitivity 150 percent of

percent of that of TNT~ sensitivity 140

density 108160 Hardness between 2 and 3

that of PA ~ sensitivity 250 to 160

to 100 percent of that of tetryl and about

70 percent of that of PETN have been reported. In a friction test,RDX appears to

be more sensitive than PETN.

Initiations Determined as described before, it takes 0.15 g

ohlorate mixture to initiate RDXO

Power and EWizanoe$ With lead blook a figure of 167 peroent

Ballistio mortar data range from 150 to 161 percent

gives 145 percent of TNT.

Detonation Rate: 5830 m/see at d= 1~0 g/cc~ 8000

Stabilit~z Does not explode on ’lioodsmetal surfaoe

and no explosion in 300 minutes: Vacuum stability

of TNT-

m/seo at

of an 80/20 fulminate-

of PA has been given.

Sand crushing test

d = 10600

Up tO 360°C. At 135° no acid

009 cc (?) in 4@ hours at 120°~

Reactivity RDX is rapidly hydrolyzed by hot sodium hydroxide solutions. .Mhtures

of RDX with iron (and copper] oxide have much lower therml stability and may ignite

but little above 100°C~ RDX is not hydroscopic. RDX does not cause dermatitis but

taken orally acts as poison, causing convulsions.

Comments: Most of RDX manufactured at present is not a pure compound but a mixture

with about 10 peruent of a homologue (HMX), The latter is explosively

indistinguishable from RDX, exaept that it may be oonverted by precipitation from

solution at temperatures around 100° into a more sensitive crystal modification,
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PETN c5Hf3N4012 l?entaerythritoltetranitrate

Description: MOPO 1390 ~ crystal density 1077 ; pressed density about 1054 at

30,000 lbs/sq, inch j hardness about 1.8 on Mobs scale,

Sensitivit~8 Sensitivity 250 percent of tetryl and 160 to’110 percent of that of

RDX have been reported. Friction test sensitivity is loss than that of RDX however~

Initiation~ Very sensitive to initiation;—— only 1/20 the amount of lead’azide is

required to initiate PETN than tetryl~

Power and Brizanao:

.
and from 173 to 179

196 peroent of TNT.

Rate of i)etonation:

Stability: &plodes

With lead blook test values of from 147 to 16~ percent of PA

peroent of TNT have been recorded. Balistic mortar gives

55S0 m/see it d = 1~0 g/oc v 7920 xn/secat d ~ 1.6 g/cc~

in 1 seoond at 255°~ No explosion in 3LOminutefs at 135° .

Acid in 90 minutes at 100° 0 Vaouum stabilitys6~5 cc in 48 hours at 120° 0

Reacti~: Hydrolyzed only 810w1y by alkalies~ very slightly hygrosoopio.—.

Ccmmentst—— PETN does not press nearly as well as tetryl~ probably because of greater

hardness of crystals. The two major uses of PETN at present are in mixtures ~th

Ti4T (Pentolites) for the bursting charges and as the charge in Primacord~ The latter

is made by extruding wet paste of I%TN, wrapping it in clothDdr@ng, wrapping again

with waterproofing plastic impregnated covering. Primacord contains about 3 g of YETN

per foot of length. Its detonation can be initiated by a No. 8 or a No, 6 oap and

it i8 propagated at rates VRrying from about 5900 to 6500 m./sece However variations

in rate within one spool are usually very much smaller than the above indioated

limits. Because of the small quantity of PETN in it, Primaoord is a very weak

j.nitiutor~ In demolition work it is common.to push the end o~ a strand of Primncord

into a detonator~ another expedient is to make a knot of Primacord and insert this

into the main chargo~ Certainly no explosive less sensitive’than east Pentolite
k
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Ex.mxmE D C6H6N407 Ammonium Florate

Description\ M.p. 265° (with deooxnp.); orydxd density

at 12,000 lbs/sq~in. 1.48.

Sensitivit~: Sensitivity 83 to 77 percent of ‘TNT*

1.717; pressed density

Ini’ciation: Under identioal oondi.tionsit takes 0.85 g ofmercurio fulminate to

initiate A.Pas against 0026 for TNT.

.-owerand Brizsnoe: On the ballistic mortar the value given is 99 peroent of TNT.

Sand orushing . 73 percent of’TNT.

Detonation rate; 4750 m/see at d = 1.0 RICO : 7040 mjsec at d = 106 .— .

Stability: Explodes in 5

300 minutes.

Reaotivitys Being a salt

exohange ammonium ion for

-. ,

seconds at 320° . At 130° no acid

(moderately soluble in water) this

and no explosion in

material will readily

metal ions. Salts of heavy metalswith Pioric ao~d are

known for their sensitivity, particularly the lead and the silver salts. Amm.

picrate is not hygroscopio and is not toxic, except possibly when taken orally.

Cements: Ammonium piorate is usually supplied as a ooarse crystalline powder. It

is considered to be the most insensitive military explosive, ‘RhileOas remarked

above$ it does undergo ‘tdoubledecomposition”with salts of heavy metals in solutions

it does not attack metals, in which respect it is very different from the free

piorio aoid.

MERCURIC FULMINATE Hg(ONC)2

!lesoription: Crystal density 404 s pressed density -3055at 5,000 lbs/sq.in~

Sensitivity:

a

Explosions in the drop test have been obtained by the different

b investigatorswith weights of 005 to 1.0 kg at heights ranging from 0023 to 20 om~

ti%identlythe results depend too much on the specifio conditions ohosen to have much

~-
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mean5,ng0except

is detonatsd by

to indicate high sensi”tivitydfMe?. to impact. Mercuric Fulminate

an electric spark from a person charged to 5000 volts.

Power and Brizance$ Lead block tests give values of from36 to 50 percent of PA.

Initiation: The followi~ table showsthe initiating action of MOS. on several

explosives. The last oolumn shows the pressure at whioh loadin~ has been done;

other oolumns show the amounts of mercuric fulminate necessary to initiate explosives

indi~ated. Unfortunately the data at various pressures have been reported by

different investigators and hence are not fully oomparkble; however some trends with

increasing density to greater required quantities may be re’oognizedd.

D-
Acid TN%

0.21 0,,26
0,225 0024
O*25 0.26
0.21 0.26
0.30 0.36

0.24 I 0085 I
0.165

0024 Ill0085
0029 I

I ! 0.33

Tetra.
nitro-
aniline

0.20
0“0175
0.20
0.20

——

Pressure

_.SEA@%
1000
3400
3000
3000
17000
30000

●

Rate of Detonation 2700 to 3300 m/see at d= 1,67 ~ 45OO tO 47OO m/seo

at d = 3a6 g/OC.

Stability~ Explodes in one seoond at 240° ; explodes at 170° when heated at the

rate of 20°/min.

Comments: hrourio fulminate is used exclusively as an initiating material, most

frequently in a nxixturewith potassium ohlorate (to which orushed glass is added ‘

when the mixture is used as an impact detonator or igniter). When detonation is to

be oaused by heat (eleotric detonators, etc~] it is important not to ‘dead-press”

mercurio f’ulminate~ Pressed at pressures in excess of ca~ 7000 lbs/sq,ino mercuric

a
~fulminatewill not ohange burning into detonation and hence will not act as a primary

t
explosive~ however, when initiated by lower density merouric fu “

I

*
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propagate detonation even in a dense state, Sensitivity of mercuric fulminate to

flame and spark is so great that extreme precautions must be used in its handling.

Description:.Crystal density 4~68 to 4~72~ Tvvocrystalline modifications have been.—

reported~ orthorhombic~ stables and monoclinic~ unstable and extremely sensitive.

Sensitiwit~: Sensitivity about 200 percent of PSTN has been reported~ also 500

percent of I’AO Sensitivity about 50 peroent of Merourio fulminate can be estimated

from available scattered data.

Initiation: Xinimurninitiating charges of lead azides pressed with the high.——

explosive to 3400 lbs/sq~in. in detonator caps are, for: TNT, 0.16 g; PAO 0012g3

tetryl, OOC.Ug~ tetranitroaniline 0a05g $ hexanitrodiphenylamine (“Iiexanite’;),

0005 g= The minimum initiating charges for PETNU when loaded at indicated pressures

aro2
●

Pressure on PETN, kg/om2 o 2000 2000
Pressure on lead f],zide,kg/cm2 o 0 2(200
Dextrinated lead azide . ooo4g ot.17g o.04g
Pure lead azide

Power and Brizanoe:——

mercuric fuhninate.

Rate of Detonation

Stabilit~z Explodes

oool~g “ Oolog O.olg

Lead block expansion, 40 percent of PA or 70 peroent of

Sand orushing test--75 percent of mercurio fu]minatez

4500”m/sec at 3.4 to 3*8 g/cc density.

at 300 to 3400 when heated at the rate of 20°/min. At 80° no

ohange is observed after 15 months.

Reaotivit~ Attacks copper and brass in presence of moisture to form extremely

sensitive copper azide.

09 Comments:
,Z

aggregates

Improperly precipitated, lead azide forms polycrystalline (twinned) ,

which @re extremely sensitive} large orystals in general are more sensitive
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than the fine pov.der. The proaess of crystal growth may oontinue even when lead azida

is kept as an aqueous slurry. Consequently it is common in USA not to use pure lead

A
azide but~the so-called doxtrinated lead cizide,i.e. material precipitated out of

solution in presence

does not undergo the

be transported wet,

AMATOXS

of dextrin~ This material does not show twinmfcrystals and

prooess of orystal growth in presence of water~ it oan therefore

The British use microcrystalline pure lead azide.

Ammonium Nitrate and TNT

Description: Commonly used are slurries containing 50 (50/50), 40 (60/40] and

20 (80/20)“partsof TNT4 only the former is now used in USA. The last slurry is so

thiok that it oannot be poured but must be “sorew-1.wdtsd”~i.e. extruded hots into

shells. .

Sensitivity: All Amatols appear to be less sensitive to impact than TNT.

Initiation! ?~ithincreasi~ proportion of ammonium nitrates the materials become

more difficult to initiate.

80/20 mixture being the most powerf~l;

decreases as the proportion of ammonium

oasting density obtainable in practices

Power and Brizance: On the ballistio mortar the Amatols give higher values tha]tTNT,

however in aotual use the perf’ormanoe ‘

nitrate is increased, partly because of lower

partly beoause of’~eoreasing brizance. .

Detonation Rate~ Cast 80/20 A.matol’isreported to have a detonation rate of about

5500 m/sec~ east 60/40 material a rate of about 5600 m/seoo, aast 40/60 mixture a

rate of 6500 m/see.

Stability: Ihterials ignite at 250.300° , hence are less stable than TNT; they also

● show significant gas evolution in the vacuum stability test at 120° in 48 hours. All

Amatols are highly hygrosoopic and in presenoe of moisture attaok many mstals.
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CONP, B RDX and TNT (and Wax)

Description Now in use is a mixture of 60 parts ofRDX and 40 parts of TNT with

(Comp~ B) or without (Comp~ B-2) 1 part ofa speoialwax~ Tho setting point of

these slurries is about 79° , since TNT forms an eutectic with about 4 percent of RDX~

~r Between that of tetryl and TNT> wax has a small but distinot

desensitizing aotion”

Power and Brizance: About 130 percent of TNT

Deter.wtionRate: Canbe oomputed by the additivity rule from those of TNT and RDX

and the density. Normal cast rate is about 7800 ~sec~

Stability\ RDX and TNT do not appear to reaot with eaoh other and therefore the

stability of Comp~ B is oomparablo to those of its in~redients.

Ctmmtmts: In the preparation of Comp. B wat I?DXis added to molten TNT and the

slurry is heated at 100 to llO°C~ until most of the water has evaporated~ consequently

Compo B contains a small percentage of water. The heating of the slurry is accompanied

. by a significant (faotor of two) rise in viscosity, probably beoause of a defloo=

oul.ationof RDX orystals~

1
I

,P~~ToLI1’&fj PETN and TNT.——

ilescription:Most commonly in use now is the 50/50 mixture, whioh is quite fluid—-—

beoause a considerable

Sensitivit~: Greater
I

part of P2TN is in solution. Setting point about 75°0

than that of Comp, B(-2), ?xk very muoh less than of pure

IWTIJ,both with respeot to moohanical impaot and

Power and Brizanoe: Slightly less than those of

● rate can be computed by the additivity rule from

Stabilit~; Less than that of pure PETN, because

initiation.
.

Comp~ B“ They and the detoneixion

those of the ingredients.

of’the labilizing effeot of the

liquid phese$ however at 100° the stability is quite satisfactory, exoept in impure

speoimenS,
.~
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COmments:

phases in

dependent

In distinction to Comp, B, the proportions of the liquid and solid

Pentolites change rapidly w’ithIxmperature’kecause of large and temperature

volubility of PETN,. Hence the viscosity of pentolites rapidly deoreases

with rising temperature.

t

TOJ&3.X TNT, RDX and Aluminum

Description: In common use is a mixture containing 18 peroent aluminum powder

(mostly through 325 mesh sieve), .42peroent RDX and 40 percent TNT. Waker originally

present in Comp~ B from which Torpex is made reaots with aluminum powder and causes

gases (containinghydrogen) to be forrnodo This “gassing” occurs particularly fast

in the molten state but does not oease in finished castings and is thertivery

o
troublesoxne~ Thus a 300 lbs. charge of Torpex may produce as muoh as 100 co/ilayfor

period’sof months. Additiou of’05 percent of anhydrous caloium chloride stops

gassin~ altogether. Sensitivity of Torpex is rather high, particularly to bullet

impact and therefore an addition of 5 peroent of a speoial desensitizing ~terial is

recommended, ~hiah makes the resulti~ material less sensitive than Comp. B.

De-gassed and desensitized

Detonation Velocity: 7200

KINOL TNT,

Desori@ions Commonly

nitrate replacing RDY~~

blast and water shock,

high fragment velooity

Torpex is now kno;vnas HBX~

m/seo at 1070 ~oo density (cast)

.

Ammonium Nitrate and Aluminum

used is a mixture approximating Torpex but with ammonium

Both these materials have very high performimoe, for aiis

but Minol is muoh less brizant and therefore dm~s not give att

as Torpex in cased charges. I’dinolgasses also and the addition’

of oaloium ohloride does not solve the difficulty, sinae reaction appears to ociour

between ammonium nitrate and aluminum powder.

.
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Minol is a special case.of a Glass of explosives which

in general$ oontain less aluminum than Minol,

are

Detonation Velooit~. 5900 u/sec at 1.65 g/cx density.
------..,-.e--~--.--m,------

BAIONAL TNT, Barium Nitrate and Aluminum

Desoripti,on:A slow detonating but

by weight of TNT, 50 percent barium

density up to 2,3 oan be obtained.

Detonation Velooit”yt 5100 m/see

BARATOL

Description:

containing up

TNT, and

at

powerful mixture which

nitrate and 15 peraent

2.3 g/M density.

------e ~------ ..--” ----- ---

Barium Nitrate

A slow detonating and insensitive mixture of

called Ammonal and whiohs

may contain 35 percent

aluminum powder, Cast

TNT and Barium nitrate,

to 73 percent of the latter. Cast density of 2.5 can be obtained.

PICATINNY AFWMA$. DATA

A Technical Report (Serial No. X572, Nov. 1943, written ty’A. Ii.Tomlinson)

from J?icat3.nnyArsenal summarizes a

as determined in the course of time

data differ numerically from values

standable because the conditions of

great many numerioal data on military explosives

at Picatinny Arsenal. In some

quoted on the preceding pages,

tests~ as remarked before, are

standardized”and the values quoted earlier were obtained from many

attempt will be made to interpret these discrepancies and the P.A.

instanaes those

which is under=

not generaly~

sources. No

data are reproduced

below without further oomments. The original report should be consulted for the

details of the test procedures which led to the data.
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Table IV

Detonation Rate

Detonation Rate - meters/seo..
Pressed darge density - &m/cc.

~.plosive . 0.80

80/20 Amatol o

60/40 Amatol =

50/5oAmatol -

Cyclonite(RDX) 5110

J&plosive”D” 4’000

Lead Azide .

Meroury Rilmimte -

PUJ!N ~??60

50/50 Pentolite“ -

Picrio Aoid -

RDX Composition
?3 .

RDX Composition

1.20

6550

5520

3620

2910

6340
5410

5840

6360

c2--

Tetryl 4730 6110

TNT 4170 5560

1.50

7650

6660

7520
7020

6900

7200

7160

6620

Lead Azide
Meroury Fulminate

1060

.

8000
7040

3e40

3220

7920
7360

7480

.

7510

6970

1.65 Cast

8180

Approx. 4500
n 5500
tt 56oO

7510

7350

7800

7660

6790

Pressed Charge Density . s~olco~
2.0 3,,0 4.0

4070 4630 5180
3500 4250 5000

-57==
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Charge Density

~Charge Density - gm. OC.

.Pressure in - 1000 Dsio

Explosive o

8~/20 AII@tOl .

60/40 Amatol - “

50/50Amatol -

Cyclonite(RDX) -

Explosive ‘CD”

bad Azide

Mercury Fulminate -

7@25 Pentolite .

50/50 Pentolite -
40/’60pento~ite ~

30/70 Pentolite -

Picric Aoid -

RDX Composition B -

RDX Composition
C2 1.57

Tetryl

80/20 Tetr@ol .

75/25 Tetrytol -

65/35 Tetrytol .=

Torpex

TNT

3

1.455

1.33

2.62

3.00

1.40

-.

1.40

1.34

1060

1.47

2.96

3.s0
A

.

-. .

1.67

-.

1.47

1.63

1.485

3,67

.

1“59

---

1060

1.49

1065

1+505

3.07

3.82

1.61

1.63

1o515

-

1.52

1.41

2.71

3.20

-.

1.49

=-,

1.47

-.

1.40

-

.

1.675

1.53

3 ;99

1.64

-.

1.67

1.55

1.57

3.59

1065

1.63

1.71

106?

1.51

1,50

1060

1s76

1.58-1.59

.58-
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Table VI.—.

Hygrosoopio~ty . Volatilit&—.—

EyGrosoopicity at
30°C.9 90 mroent Relative Humjd.ity.. Volatility.—

Percent Gain ‘lime- Percent Temp.- Time-
glosive in “t/eight .*L W Qlc!eainlv$lto_ Days

.50/20Amatol 61.1 2

Cyclonite(RDX) ITone 15

Lead Azide 0.3

PIJTN None 15

RDX Composition B None 15

RDX Composition C2 0.55 4 1.2 25 5

Tetryl 0.04 None 25 -

TNT None 15

.
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APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE
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